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Research plays a key role in building good

websites that convert. Competitors websites hold

valuable information and insight for us as web

designers. The headlines, key words in the first

few paragraphs and the calls to action can all

give us inspiration. This is why we are asking you

to visit competitor websites and specifically look

at these areas.

Identify competitors in a similar marketplace or

niche for todays task. 

E.g. If the website is to sell phones then visit

Apple, Samsung, Nokia and LG. 

If there is no direct competitors then identify the

closest marketplace to the business you are

trying to promote and go with them.

Observe their imagery and logos but most

importantly start to identify the key words that

they use in their text. Pay particular attention to

their headlines, sub-headlines and the first

paragraph of their text. 

Does this draw you in?

Does it capture your attention?
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We are not in any way using this approach to

copy the competitors but simply to get

inspiration and ideas that we can use to

formulate our own headlines, sub-headlines and

text. Observe the key words as these are likely to

be similar to the key words that we will be

needing to use. 

Key words are essential for improving website

Search Engine Optimisation scores and

competitor websites often provide many clues as

to the best words to use.

Calls to Action (usually a button or a link) are

something that you need to click to continue your

journey through the website. They are usually

prominent as you land on the page and often

present within the hero banner.

I have seen many novel ways of building in Call

to Action into websites but you will need to

select one that fits with the website business,

branding and style but also that takes the visitor

to the area of the website where you are most

likely to convert. Watch out for quirky ideas and

clever wording to give you inspiration for your

design.
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Use this whole process as a learning experience.

Learn from the good bits that you feel really work

as well as learning from the bits that you don't

like and don't work. Even if you don't use them

now store them to memory as they could be

useful for future development or on other pages

within the website. 

All of the components we have mentioned above

form part of the Google Core Web Vitals

assessment that dictates how your website ranks

on google searches. I will discuss this more on

the 'Answers with Imran' call on day 4 of the

challenge.
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Post a headline of a competitor that you

like 

Post a call to action of a competitor that

you like

Review between 3 - 5 competitor websites and

observe their logo's, imagery, headlines and

calls to action.

Take note of what works well and what doesn't

work so well.

Take note of some of the key words that are

used in headlines, sub-headlines and the first

paragraph of text.

Take note of the first call to action. Look at the

wording and any quirky functionality beyond a

standard button.

In the comments below the day 4 task post you

should include the following:

1.

2.

Please post action 1 as text and action 2 as a

photo/image and not as a PDF.
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